EASYGRIND
Grinding in the fast lane!

Grinding in motion

Fast – highly precise –
easy to use.
All from one grind!

EASYGRIND
Small but powerful, the EASYGRIND

What can you expect from the EASYGRIND?
You are a manufacturer of indexable inserts made of materials
from carbide to the super-hard PCD / PCBN, or you regrind
them.
We can supply you with a 4-axis CNC-controlled grinding
machine that is extremely easy to use, highly precise and at
the same time very compact. Thanks to the extremely stable
construction concept, the interplay between the kinematics and
the software, you will be within the required tolerance from
the very first workpiece onward.
The optional robot system allows you to use the EASYGRIND
advantageously for autonomous multi-shift operation.
Grind and measure in one clamping operation to guarantee
maximum geometrical accuracy.
EASYGRIND – heading for success with high-tech!
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Keeping ahead
thanks to innovation!
Astonishingly compact,
the EASYGRIND.

Robot
The optimum loading system, a 6-axis articulated arm robot, allows the EASYGRIND
to be successfully integrated into autonomous multi-shift operation.

Technology
Hightech and handling for greater efficiency

Monitoring of the grinding pressure and the infeed parameters with the software-controlled pressure measuring
system guarantees optimum radius edge transition and gives
and indication of the grinding wheel’s streamlining.
The In-Process Regeneration (IPR) system is activated if
necessary, giving you a high repeat accuracy and maximum
time-saver.
With the EASYGRIND, high and precise productivity for the
manufacture of indexable inserts, even in small series, is
guaranteed.
EASYGRIND – Machining made-to-measure!
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3-D measuring system.
The radius center is recalculated on the
basis of the effective edge measure and
guarantees perfection in geometrical
accuracy and tolerance.

Pallet system
The economy of the EASYGRIND
is achieved in full through the robot’s
customer-specific pallet system.

Pressure measurement
Monitoring of the grinding pressure and
the infeed parameters with the softwarecontrolled pressure measuring system
guarantees optimum radius/edge transition, and not only with the PCD.

In-Process Regeneration (IPR)
The grinding wheel is regenerated during
the machining process so that it remains
free-cutting. The positive result is process
repeat accuracy and a reduction in the
cycle time.

Camera system
Setup and measurement are simple and are
supported by visualization with 20x and 100x
resolution.

Touch-screen panel
All grinding processes can be programmed
quickly and easily on the modern interface of
the touch-screen panel.

Compact external dimensions
The control arm can be swiveled conveniently into any required position of the
EASYGRIND, and you never lose your
overview.

The software
that meets your
needs exactly.

User interface
All relevant data such as feed, pressure,
measuring- and wheel data is shown on
one page.
A graphic makes it easier for you to
monitor the measuring data, including
grinding repetition information.

Software
Software – precise, just like your products

We develop the software that most closely meets your
demands for the successful and economical production of
high-quality indexable inserts.
Thanks to the integration of the Ewag-specific software,
combined with the world-famous Fanuc standard user interface,
the operator profits from continuity and experience in product
development.
Switching over to the various window levels is easy with the
softkeys arranged at the sides.
EASYGRIND – and the very best software!
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Programming
Machining sequences are clearly visible
in list form and the input is dynamically
adapted as appropriate for many different
tools.

Check
Distance, angle measurements and
radius size are automatically checked and
increase the quality of your products.

Measuring
In measuring operations, the measuring
reference on the machine side can be
used via the handwheel, thereby greatly
shortening the setup time.

Technical Data
Basic design
Linear axes
Transverse axis X
Infeed axis Z
Rotation axes
Swivel axis B
Grinding head with A-Axis
Clamping force adjustable Fmax. = 400 N
Grinding spindle drive
Grinding spindle power
Speed adjustable

Movement range

Resolution

Quick traverse

Measuring system

270 mm
55 mm

0.0001 mm
0.0001 mm

10 m/min
10 m/min

Glass scale
Glass scale

+/–115°
–8° ... +25°

0.0002°
0.0001°
1N

64 800°/min
800°/min

Rotational measuring system
High-resolution measuring system
Power sensor

2.2 kW
500 ... 3000 rpm
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